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VILLA BELLEVUE 
 

A fabulously restored 15th century wine factory located on the hill of the medieval village of Pyrgos, this modern style villa 

is a sought-after holiday destination for groups of friends or families, due to its generous outdoor communal spaces and 

accommodation options.  
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Villa Bellevue in Santorini is a unique property that offers 

unbeatable comfort and effortless elegance. Having 

operated in the past as a local wine factory, its restoration 

project took years of meticulous research, as it is located 

just underneath the historically important Castle of Pyrgos. 

With a deep understanding for the traditional organic 

Cycladic architecture, the owners used the old style of 

polished cement and eco–friendly materials to create a 

very sleek and minimal loft–style design. 

LAYOUT 

Elements of the factory have been incorporated into the 

property and a huge piece of machinery stands like a 

magnificent sculpture as the centerpiece in one of the 

numerous living rooms. Some spaces are cave like and 

hide their form, while others are expressed as cubic 

volumes with splendid high ceilings capturing the natural 

bright blue light. Due to its layout, this property can be split 

into totally separate and private villas, or hired as a whole 

– a truly impressive retreat for an unforgettable big family 

luxurious holiday. All blocks have their own fully equipped 

kitchens. 

Block I:  sleeps 6 in 2 master bedrooms and one bedroom 

with 2 single beds / 1 en-suite bathroom, 1 extra bathroom 

and 1 WC / outdoor dining for 10 / private yard and jacuzzi 

Block II: loft like design, sleeps 4 in 1 master bedroom and 

1 loft with double bed / 1 en-suite bathroom, 1 extra 

bathroom and 1 WC / access to main pool and roof pool  

Block III: loft like design, sleeps 4+2 in 1 master bedroom 

and 1 loft with double bed / 1 en-suite bathroom, 1 extra 

bathroom / access to main pool and roof pool  

Block IV: loft like design, sleeps 2 in master bedroom / 1 

en-suite bathroom / rather small kitchen / access to main 

pool and roof pool 

This rare villa boasts generous outdoor spaces; its 

protected courtyard and the various spaces built around it, 

coupled with two impressive pool terraces, offer unique 

choices for alfresco arrangements and entertainment.  

 

 

 

FEATURES 

 

SERVICES 

 

3 master bedrooms en-suite 

 

Chef upon request 

5 double bedrooms  Concierge services 

2 loft double bedrooms 5 seater car 

Outdoor dining for 10 

Swimming pool  

Breakfast can be arranged 

Jacuzzi  Available for small weddings 

LAN /WiFi  Available for photo-shoots 
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Villa located in the village of Pyrgos |  Santorini Airport 6 kms drive  |  Fira town 5 kms drive  |  Athinios Port 5 kms drive 

                                               


